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Despite another blowout, Chicago Bulls coach appears safe

Vinny Del Negro's patchwork group loses 118-83 to Atlanta Hawks

By K.C. Johnson

Tribune reporter

December 10, 2009

ATLANTA -- The Bulls' 118-83 loss Wednesday night

to the Hawks at Philips Arena will do nothing to quiet the

disgruntled fans asking for Vinny Del Negro's head.

That's nine losses in 10 games, seven of them blowouts

and one to the team with the league's worst record.

Only the Bulls coach, general manager Gar Forman and

executive vice president of basketball operations John

Paxson know what is said behind closed doors about

Del Negro's job status.

Del Negro described their daily talks about the state of

the team as positive. And though the season's worst loss

can make things fluid, a coaching change doesn't appear imminent.

Forman and Paxson know the Bulls' roster, which carried only 12 healthy players on the first day of training

camp, isn't designed to absorb injuries. It's built as much for 2010 as 2009.

"They understand," Del Negro said. "They've been doing this a long time. We have a lot of great pieces on our

team and a lot of guys I have confidence in. The guys who have been healthy have worked hard.

"Luol (Deng), Joakim (Noah), Derrick (Rose), guys are developing. James (Johnson) has been playing better. I

look at the glass as half-full, not half-empty. 

"I expect guys to play hard and represent not only themselves but the organization and the fans. Sometimes we

slip up on that a little. There are no excuses. You have to play hard and the right way."

Del Negro's words might have represented the peak of the Bulls' intensity all night.
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The Bulls shot a season-low 36.4 percent. They surrendered 22 fast-break points. They committed 19 turnovers

-- all the kind of statistics that go beyond X's and O's and into players' DNAs.

"Either you want it or you don't," Rose said. "I don't care what plays you run. It's about hustle. If you want it,

defend people and rebound."

Do the Bulls want it?

"It speaks for itself," Rose said. "We're just not playing hard."

Asked if that meant the Bulls had quit, Rose, who led the Bulls with 19 points and seven assists, backtracked

and gave an emphatic no.

Noah also tackled the sensitive subject of whether such losses can fracture a team.

"There's enough character to turn this around," Noah said. "But right now, we're not competing together at all."

The Bulls' bumbling began in the second quarter when they surrendered seven of Atlanta's 10 offensive

rebounds. Brad Miller, starting his second straight game for Taj Gibson, even committed a turnover while

inbounding following a made Hawks basket.

Things got worse in the third. Atlanta opened with a 9-0 run that included Miller missing a jumper from up top

and still getting beat downcourt by Josh Smith, who got fouled by John Salmons as he dunked.

The Bulls couldn't even complete simple perimeter passes. The Hawks went for style points. Maurice Evans

blocked Kirk Hinrich and Deng, respectively, on the same possession and Smith threw down an alley-oop dunk

at the other end.

"It hurts very bad," Rose said.
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